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ABSTRACT
The nature of the solar wind flow near comets is examined analytically 
in this paper. In particular, typical values for the stagnation pressure and 
magnetic barrier strength are estimated, taking into account magnetic field 
line tension and charge exchange cooling of the mass loaded solar wind.
A knowledge of the strength of the magnetic barrier is required in order to 
determine the location of the contact discontinuity which separates the con­
taminated solar wind plasma and the outflowing plasma of the cometary iono­
sphere .
АННОТАЦИЯ
Изучаются аналитические решения для описания течения солнечного ветра 
около комет. Даются оценки давления торможения и интенсивности магнитного 
барьера при типичных величинах параметров с учетом давления магнитных сило­
вых линий и реакций обмена зарядов солнечного ветра путем добавления масс. 
Интенсивность магнитного барьера может служить для определения места контакт­
ного разрыва, разделяющего плазму солнечного ветра от распространяющейся ионосферы комет.
KIVONAT
A cikkben a napszél üstökösök körüli áramlását leiró analitikus megoldá­
sokat keresünk. Tipikus paraméterértékek mellett becsléseket adunk a stag- 
nációs nyomásra és a mágneses akadály erősségére a mágneses erővonalak nyo­
másának és a tömeghozzáadással szennyezett napszél töltéscserés reakcióinak 
figyelembevételével. A mágneses akadály erősségének ismerete elengedhetetlen 
a napszélplazmát és az expandáló üstökös ionoszférát elválasztó kontakt disz­
kontinuitás helyének meghatározása céljából.
I. INTRODUCTION
The magnetic barrier serves as a buffer between the contaminated solar 
wind and the outflowing cometary plasma. Its strength is defined by the 
solar wind stagnation pressure and its position depends on the stagnation 
pressure of the outflowing cometary plasma and the drag imposed by the out­
flowing neutral gas on the cometary plasma frozen into the solar wind mag­
netic field. Gas dynamical calculations in the case of the ratio of specific 
heats у = 2 give a value of the solar wind stagnation pressure behind the 
shock (with a Mach number, M = 2) equal to 0.84 of the dynamic pressure of 
the unperturbed solar wind (Landau and Lifshitz, 1959, p. 458). Introduction 
of a source term describing the solar wind mass loading by cometary ions re­
duces the stagnation pressure to about 0.6 of the dynamic pressure of the un­
perturbed solar wind (Schmidt and Wegmann, 1982). This value is further modi­
fied by the magnetic pressure increase associated with magnetic tension 
forces imposed on the stagnating solar wind plasma. We will show in this 
paper that the cooling of the contaminated solar wind plasma by the charge 
exchange with cometary neutrals strongly influences the solar wind flow in 
the stagnation region and thus affects the formation of the magnetic barrier. 
The review by Ip and Axford (1982) discusses many of these issues. In order 
to consider this effect we use a simple kinetic description of the solar 
wind mass loading by cometary ions.
Since the position and the structure of the magnetic barrier is strong­
ly dependent on the characteristics of the outflowing cometary plasma we also 
discuss the nature of the pressure balance at the contact discontinuity.
II. KINETICS OF THE COMETARY IONS IN THE SOLAR WIND
As we have mentioned above, the proper consideration of the charge ex­
change processes near comets a kinetics treatment of the problem. A self-con­
sistent description of the unshocked solar wind flow with the cometary ions 
continuously implanted into it is given by the following set of equations 
(see Wallis and Ong, 1973):
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where the x-axis is directed from the sun to the cometary nucleus, r is the 
distance from the nucleus, is the mass density of cometary ions, p is the 
mass density of contaminated solar wind, u is the hydrodynamical velocity,
В is the strength of the magnetic field (that is assumed to be perpendicular 
to the flow), pj_ is the gas kinetical pressure of the plasma, f(u,u) is the 
velocity distribution of cometary ions, and u = nuvj_/2B is the magnetic 
moment of cometary ions. The source term on the right hand side of the equa­
tion (1) is obtained by assuming a given production rate Q of cometary gas 
consisting of only a single species with mass пк , a constant gas outflow 
velocity, V , and a characteristic time т for photoionization.
The solution of equations (1) and (2) has the form
Piuf(u,u) =
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where the subscript ® refers to unperturbed solar wind parameters. For typi-
2 2 2cal hypersonic (МДоо= 4прмиа/Вт >> 1) and low ß (3 = ßupj^/B^ >> 1) solar 
wind flow, we can neglect the gas kinetic pressure of solar wind protons and 
electrons as well as the magnetic pressure. Thus the plasma pressure is equal 
to the pressure of cometary ions in the solar wind:
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Substituting this expression into the equation (3) , we find the follow­
ing relation between pu and и that describes the gas dynamical flow with 
ratio of specific heats у = 2 (see for example Landau and Lifshitz, 1959):
4u u2
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This relation combined with equations (2) and (3) describes the contaminated 
solar wind flow in the form (Biermann et al., 1967)
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where Ö, й, ß are the solar wind parameters normalized to their unperturbed2values p^ ., им , рмию( respectively.
It is well known that continuous solar wind flow is possible only until
the point at which the mean molecular weight of solar wind particles reaches
the critical value бй = 4/3 (Biermann et al, 1967). Numerical simulations
(Schmidt and Wegmann, 1982) show, in fact, that for a gas production rate of
29the order of that for comet Halley (Q = 2.5x10 molecules per second)
a shock wave with Mach number M = 2 forms in the solar wind at a distance 
from the nucleus of:
Qnm i
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where (ßü) = 1.185. c
The velocity distribution of cometary ions in the unshocked solar wind 
is given by equation (4) with d(pu)/du defined by the equation (6) and В =
= Bn)Uo(j/u for the magnetic field frozen into the plasma flow (Wallis and Ong, 
1975):
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This distribution is highly non-monotonic in energy and highly aniso­
tropic (pj_ >> p„); and thus it is expected to be unstable with respect to 
loss-cone modes (Post and Rosenbluth, 1965) and to "mirror" type perturba­
tions (Vedenov and Sagdeev, 1958). The analysis of Galeev (1982) shows that 
the growth of the loss-cone modes is limited by non-linear effects and the 
"mirror" type perturbations are convected by the solar wind flow so rapidly 
that they have no time to grow. Therefore, the adiabatic approximation that 
was used to find the cometary ion distribution in the unshocked solar wind, 
can be considered to be a good approximation.
In contrast to the flow ahead of shock, for the solar wind flow behind 
the shock we expect rapid isotropization of the velocity distribution due to 
particle scattering by magnetic field fluctuations resulting from the mirror
4instability. Taking this into account, we will use the following set of equa­
tions to describe the shocked solar wind flow along the stagnation line (for 
details see Galeev, 1982):
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is the pressure of cometary ions, A(x) is the flow tube area, e is the energy
of a cometary ion, oct is the charge exchange cross-section. The last term in
Eq. (11) describes the charge exchange loss of the energetic cometary ions 
2(e >> nuu /2) that were accreted earlier (upstream) in the flow. The new 
cometary ions resulting from this charge exchange are less energetic and thus 
do not contribute much to the thermal energy of cometary ions (i.e. the gas 
kinetic pressure of plasma).
We assume here that the flow of the shocked subsonic solar wind is near­
ly incompressible for protons and electrons so that uA = const since this is 
in agreement with numerical simulations (Brosowski and Wegmann, 1972) . In 
this case the solution to equations (11) and (12) can be written in the form:
Pif(u,e) = exp[-octx(^|) (p-p2) ]
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where pÍ2f(u2 ,e) is the energy distribution of cometary ions just behind the 
shock. In order to find it we must specify the structure of the cometary bow 
shock.
In agreement with the numerical simulations of Schmidt and Wegmann 
(1982), we assume here that the Mach number of the shock is M = 2. Since the 
upstream plasma has high 3 = 8тхрХ1/в^ >> 1, the dissipation within the shock 
front can be provided only by anomalous viscosity resulting from the insta­
bility of counterstreaming solar wind ions within the shock front (Sagdeev,
51964). This kind of dissipation takes place within characteristic distances 
of the order of proton Larmor radius. But the isotropization of the plasma 
ions (protons and cometary ions) should take place in a region with a spatial 
scale of the order of the cometary ion I,armor radius. Thus the shock struc­
ture consists of a viscous subshock and a much more extended region of iso­
tropization, where some additional dissipation of energy of the plasma flow 
still proceeds.
Let us first consider the deformation of the velocity distribution of 
cometary ions at the viscous subshock. Since the width of the subscock is 
much smaller than the Larmor radius of a cometary ion, we approximate the 
subshock structure by the jump of solar wind parameters (see Fig. 1).
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Fig. The schematic representation 
of cometary ion motion across 
the viscous subshoak
These parameters on both sides of the shock are given by equation (8) with 
($0)c = 32/27:
Qx = 0.75 (5Х = 1.58 h
Ü'2 = 0.375 ß^ = 3.16 $2
1/9
5/9
(15)
The cometary ions drift with the velocity u = c*E/B and simultaneously 
rotate around the magnetic field line with the velocity /2ив/ггь . The tangen­
tial component of the electric field is constant across the shock (E^  = E^) 
so that u^ Bj^  = u2B2 . There is an electrostatic potential jump across the shock 
of Ф^-Ф. = Дф 'v m (u^-u!?)/e that decelerates the protons. Its effect on the 
velocity of cometary ions is negligible (еДсо << m^iu^-u^)). Therefore, the 
velocity of cometary ions is continuous across the shock, i.e.
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where ф is the phase angle of the Larmor rotation. Taking into account the 
(1) continuity equation for ions we immediately find:
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Here we integrated over the phase of cyclotron rotation which are uniformly 
distributed from О to 2n. With the help of this distribution we can easily 
find the pressure of cometary ions behind the subshock:
pi2
PXi2 ~ P-Lil"pT + 2?i,2 *U1_U2*
(18)
The first term here describes the increase of cometary ion pressure due to 
the density increase. The second one describes non-adiabatic effects and it 
is smaller by an order of magnitude. Neglecting these effects we can rewrite 
expression (17) in a simpler form
p2U2f2 (u2'u) =
B2
PlUlf(Ul'UB^ (19)
After the plasma isotropization behind the viscous subshock the flow velocity 
drops and the plasma pressure increases.
The plasma parameters behind the cometary bow shock now can be computed 
from the equations of plasma flow with у = 5/3 (Biermann et al, 1967) (com­
pare with Eq. (7))
ö2 = У+Г 1 ~
$2 = aÜ/Ö2 , (20)
a2 = 1 - 00-u2
For 60 = 1.182 corresponding to M = 2 we find
7ö2 = 0.268 02 = 4.42 £2 = 0.682 (21)
The energy distribution of cometary ions changes adiabatically in the iso- 
tropization process, so that (see Eg. (19)):
p2u2f2 (u2'e) PlUlf V
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III. THE STAGNATION OF SOLAR WIND FLOW
Using the distribution function of cometary ions we can calculate their 
pressure by using equation (13):
PLi Em . f(u,e)de (23)
As can be seen from the comparison of the two terms in expression (14) for
f(u,e), the largest contribution to the pressure of cometary ions comes from
the ions born in the unshocked solar wind. These particles contain 2/5 of
the total plasma pressure behind the shock. Their energy is so large 2(e s' nuu^/2) that even infrequent charge exchange collisions can cool them 
effectively. We consider the effect of cooling using an approximation of 
slow charge exchange process where we can expand the corresponding exponent 
in the first term of expression (14). At the same time we neglect the cool­
ing of ions born in the shocked solar wind (second term in the expression 
(14)) since their energy is much smaller and therefore the charge exchange 
processes for them are much slower. As a result we obtain the following ex­
pression for the cometary ion pressure force:
Í L Ü  , iu2.á£dx 3 dx
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The first term here describes the build up of the cometary pressure due 
to the creation of new ions in the shocked solar wind by photoionization of 
the cometary gas. The second term represents the cooling effect.
If we now take into account the fact that the proton pressure stays con­
stant in the flow with uA = const (Schmidt and Wegmann, 1982) we can write 
the equation of plasma motion (13) in the form:
8d  ^ 1 2 dpU j - p u  + —  U '-г-dx 3 dx
4 2 dp
3 2 dx
_d .Bl
dx 8n 4nr (26)
a • / Gas dynamical flow
In the limit of no cooling (a 0) and low magnetic field (B O) the 
solution to Eq. (26) is (Wallis, 1973):
iU2lV4P - P j M  . (27)
Combined with equation (12) it gives the profile of plasma flow velocity
R„
u = u2(1 - -^[i - -£.]>
s
(28)
where R^ = Qnm^/12nVgTp2u2 is the characteristic spatial scale of the solar 
wind mass loading region, and r is the distance from the cometary nucleus 
along the stagnation line. At the stagnation point, r = R^, the plasma pres­
sure reaches its stagnation value for gas dynamical flow with у = 5/3 (see 
equations (21) and (24)):
2
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b ./ Magnetic field effects
However, in the presence of the magnetic field or plasma cooling, the 
flow of the contaminated solar wind does not stop at r = R . To estimate the 
relative importance of these two effects, we use the relation between the 
magnetic field and the flow velocity that holds for the conservative compon­
ent of the flow (in our case these are protons) in the case of the axisym- 
metric flow along the stagnation line (Lees, 1964):
B2u . /0„.— —  - const , (30)
P
where n^ is the proton density that is constant in the shocked solar wind
flow (n_ 'ь const). With the help of this relation we can find that the rela- Ptive importance of the magnetic pressure:
and the cooling term:
d t В _ 4 
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depends only on solar wind parameters. The magnetic tension force dominates 
for
94пр uоо ООМ. = ---т-- <А в2
ОО
1
а (31)
_зFor a typical solar wind density, пм ^ 6 cm , and velocity = 400 km/sec,
”"15 2charge exchange cross section, о = 2xlo cm , and ionization time т =
= 106 sec, this inequality is satisfied for interplanetary magnetic field 
stronger than ^5 у . In this case, the magnetic pressure slows down the flow 
near r = Rl further on and this.leads to magnetic pressure build up at the 
expense of plasma pressure. Meanwhile the curvature of the magnetic field 
lines increases and finally magnetic tension force takes over the magnetic 
pressure force, thereby reaccelerating plasma flow under the action of ten­
sion force imposed by the rapidly flowing solar wind plasma outside the 
stagnation region (Schmidt and Wegmann, 1982) .
The flow along the stagnation line continues with a velocity propor- 
0 5tional to r ' . This scaling law can be easily found from equation (26) with 
only the tension force left in on the right hand side of it. Then the mag­
netic field pressure continues to build up very slowly as,
в! = fr 1 1/28n pstagIR |Li ■
This process ends at the distance of strong neutral gas - solar wind coupling 
due either to the charge exchange or simpoe collisions:
Rc
Q a . n ct
4rxV (33)
So the total increase of the magnetic pressure can be about a factor of 3:
Вmax
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where the numerical estimate is again made for a shock strength M = 2 and the 
solar wind parameters specified above.
c./ Plasma cooling effects
In the case of a weak interplanetary field (B^ < 5 y) we can neglect the 
magnetic forces in equation (26) for plasma notion. Then it is easily inte­
grated with the result:
D a P2t (^)2 - a ]~3/8 . (35)
The soJútion of the mass loading equation (12) now has a form
10
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It describes the Initial slowing down of the contaminated solar wind flow 
due to the solar wind mass loading (see equations (27) and (28)) as well as 
the reacceleration of the flow due to the plasma cooling. The latter effect 
maintains the flow velocity at the level u ъ 112^  unt^  the cometary ions 
will be cooled. Using the asymptotic solution of equations (35) and (36) in 
the form
P о 2
) -a
178 a
3 /üb1/2^ r - 1 ) (37)
We find from equation (14) and (22) that the pressure of the cometary ions 
starts to decrease exponentially when
о , TUct °
fBll [p2]U J --- j-&2> P-P-m. > 1 (38)
i. e .
r < 0.625RT
Then the flow is decelerated again by the magnetic pressure force. But the 
magnetic pressure now can grow only at the expense of the undeteriorated 
proton pressure which is twice lower than the stagnation pressure (29). As 
the consequence the pressure of the magnetic field in the real stagnation 
region at r ъ Rc will be also twice as low,
Вmax
8n 'ь 1.2p u—  oo
2
00 (Boo < 5 Y) (39)
IV, THE CONTACT DISCONTINUITY
The cometary ionospheric plasma in the inner coma expands radially out­
ward from the nucleus at the neutral gas velocity due to ion-neutral colli­
sions (see the review by Mendis and Houpis, 1982, for a general discussion of 
cometary ionospheres) . The ionospheric plasma density can be calculated by 
solving the continuity equation including a source of ions such as photoioni­
zation and loss of ions by dissociative recombination (Gombosi et al., 1983, 
Mendis and Houpis, 1982). The contact discontinuity surface separates the con­
taminated shocked solar wind plasma from the ionospheric plasma and will form
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where the magnetic barrier pressure balances the ionospheric thermal pres­
sure just inside the discontinuity.
The outflowing cometary plasma flow is expected to undergo a shock (the 
inner shock) so that the magnetic pressure of the barrier is balanced on the 
inside by the stagnated and shocked thermal ionospheric plasma (Mendis and 
Houpis, 1982). This stagnation pressure can be enhanced by ion-neutral drag 
due to the neutrals flowing past the stagnated ions. For radial distances of 
about 1000 km for comets with gas production rates like comet Halley's the 
enhancement factor should be about a factor of 2. The magnetic pressure as­
sociated with the magnetic barrier depends on the stagnation pressure of the 
shocked solar wind as discussed earlier in this paper. The stagnation pres­
sure and barrier strength where shown to be enhanced by magnetic field line 
tension and weakened by cooling due to charge exchange. Inside the magnetic 
barrier, the magnetic field line tension must be balanced by the ion-neutral 
drag exerted by the outflowing neutrals on the cometary ions created within 
the barrier by photoionization or other ionization processes (Ip and Axford, 
1982) .
The pressure balance at the contact discontinuity can be represented by:
F p (V n)2 = F p (V n)2 , (40)s °° sw с c g
where p is the undisturbed solar wind mass density, V is the undisturbed°° ,y sw
solar wind bulk velocity vector, V is the cometary gas outflow velocity vec- 
tor, pc is the mass density of the ionospheric plasma, and n is the unit nor­
mal vector of the contact surface.
Fg is a correction factor which is usually about unity ( .84 was quoted 
earlier). That is, the stagnation pressure (and barrier strength) is almost 
equal to the dynamic pressure of the unperturbed solar wind. However, it was 
demonstrated earlier in this paper and by numerical simulations (Schmidt and 
Wegmann, 1982) that magnetic field tension can increase F^ to as much as 2 or 
3, for strong interplanetary fields. But for weak interplanetary fields, it 
was shown in this paper that cooling of the solar wind by charge exchange in­
teractions can lead to a reduction of the stagnation pressure by about a fac­
tor of 2 (i.e., Fg 0.5). Similarly, Fc relates the stagnation pressure of 
the ionospheric ions to the dynamic pressure of the outflowing plasma inside
the inner shock. F is probably about 2 due to ion-neutral drag. F /F couldc s c
unceivably range from МЭ.25 to about 2 or 3.
«
The location of the contact discontinuity can be obtained from equation 
(40) if the solar wind parameters and ionospheric plasma density are known. 
The latter can be found in Gombosi et al. (1983) . Assuming typical solar wind 
conditions the values calculated by Gombosi et al. (1983) for the location of 
the contact discontinuity can be adjusted to take into account the values of 
Fs and Fc estimated in this paper. For comets with gas production rates like 
comet Halley and for 1AU the location of the contact discontinuity will be 
between ^75 km for high interplanetary magnetic field values to ^600 km for 
low values.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
Using a simple axisymmetrical gas-dynamical model for the solar wind 
plasma flow in the cometary atmosphere along the stagnation line (Wallis,
1973) and the kinetic equation for cometary ions in the adiabatic approxi­
mation (see also Wallis and Ong, 1975) we were able to describe the follow­
ing effects:
1. / The magnetic field build up in a mass loading region situated at
the distance RT that is of the order of 0.1R '(R is the cometary bow shock L S S
stand off distance).
2. / The enhancement of the pressure of the magnetic barrier by the ten­
sion imposed by the solar wind flow far from the stagnation line. Both these 
effects are clearly seen in numerical simulations (Schmidt and Wegmann, 1982).
3. / The reduction of the pressure of the magnetic barrier by a factor 
of 2 in the case of weak interplanetary magnetic field (B^ < 5 y) due to the 
cometary ions cooling by the charge exchange process.
4. / The position of the contact discontinuity is determined by the pres­
sure balance between the magnetic barrier pressure and the pressure of the 
stagnated outflowing cometary ions and is therefore sensitive to factors which 
affect the barrier strength such as magnetic tension and plasma cooling due
to charge exchange.
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